
Image 1: Ladder fuels act to spread the flames upward. Image source: 
http://www.napafirewise.org/defensable-space-

live/06_defensiblespace.html 
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Abstract 1.1 

The economic and ecological impact of wildfires in the pacific northwest, namely 

Northern California, has been catastrophic and ecologically damning to the region. In Northern 

California, the citizens who are at severe risk of wildfire are posed with a life or death situation 

with every wildfire event. The scope of the design research is to establish: (1) How can 

landscapes be designed to control the spread of wildfires, and protect property utilizing grade 

change? (2) In a given property location, how can plant choice be utilized to provide fire 

suppression, or threat reduction by wildfire? Topographical grade changes, both severe and 

gradual, cause turbulence in air pockets that can be used purposefully to control flow paths of 

fire spread. Utilizing placement of berms and plant material, the flow path of air can be 

redirected around properties to prevent fire damage.  There are several species of plant materials 

that are drought resistant, fire resistant; and post-fire event, germinate and grow rapidly to 

replace green area that was lost during the fire. Utilizing these (stated above) plant species, one 

could design defensible spaces that add aesthetic appeal and threat reduction to the property. The 

aim of the design research is to assess and implement landscapes with defensible spaces around 

the perimeter of properties, to help reduce fire load within close proximity of structures 

disrupting the fuel ladder, and utilizing topographical features to direct wind path and velocity 

around said properties. This design research is in a rural Northern California setting. The 

property is located on the leeward side of a large mountainous ridge, located in the valley 

between Democrat, Monarch and Mule Mountains in Norther California. Located outside of 

Redding California, the property (15685 Old Stage Coach Road) is an ideal location due to its 

survival of the Carr Fire. 
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Keywords 1.2 
Convection – the vertical transport of atmospheric properties, especially upward, as a result of 

thermal gradient differentials 

Defensible Space – an area around a building in which vegetation, debris, and other types of 

combustible fuels have been treated, cleared, or reduced to slow the spread of fire to and from 

the building. 

Diversity – the amount of variety of fauna and flora in a specific ecosystem 

Ecological succession – the progressive replacement of one community by another until a 

climax community is established.  

Firescaping – the widely accepted social term coined for landscaping and design within fire 

prone regions. It utilizes plant material and building practices that mitigate the spread and travel 

of fire conditions. This term is often interchanged with ‘Xeriscape / Xeriscaping’ 

Fire Severity Zone – a cumulation of factors of both the micro and macro-climate which 

establishes an estimated threat assessment for an area that could be exposed to wildfires. 

Flow Path - is the space through which fire, heat. and smoke progress, moving from an inlet of 

high-pressure fire to an area where the fire wants to go (Low pressure area) 

Fuel Ladder – a term used to explain the phenomena of pyrolysis and combustion of flammable 

plant material and how increasing size of fauna will lead to the next increasingly sized plant to 

ignite and combust 

Landscape design – the analysis, planning, and design of exterior living spaces 

Microclimate – the localized climate around landscape features and buildings; necessary for 

establishing defensible space and limiting fire hazards. 

Radiation – the emission of energy as electromagnetic waves or as moving subatomic particles 

Topography – the detailed mapping or charting of the features of a relatively small area, district, 

or locality. 
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Problem Statement 1.3 
 

How can we design landscapes in wildfire prone regions of 

Northern California to protect property and influence flow 

paths? 
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Project Typology 1.4 
 

 

Landscape 

 

Landscape design 

 

Firescaping 

 

Firescaping in a Rural Neighborhood  

 

Rural Neighborhood 

 

Rural Residence 

 

15685 Old Stage Coach Road, Redding, CA, 96001 

 

 

Image 2: GIS data shows homes affected by the Carr Fire of 2018. Homes marked with red were damaged >50%; Green denotes 
<1-9%. Source: https://arcg.is/00Pm48 
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The Claim 1.5  
 Wildfires cannot simply be stopped. When fire is coupled with high winds, intense 

drought and seemingly limitless fuel source,  residents and businesses are at risk. Home/property 

owners, business owners, government agencies, designers and developers, contractors are 

impacted by wildfire and they need to approach mitigation of these events. In the state of 

California, which is one of the most highly inundated states with wildfires, these groups of 

people are impacted by the parameters set forth by the design research. Starting from the highest 

levels of government, recommendations from authoritative figures have been set forth to be 

abided by  all constituents down to private residences, which affect all levels of society.  

The Actors The Action Site Acted upon How will it impact 

Private Residents Create defensible space 
on property to disrupt 
ladder fuels. Build and 
develop properties into 
grade to change flow 
path 
 
 
 

Private homes This is the smallest 
scale that this 
application will impact. 
The ordinances will 
ensure the use of berms 
and topography to 
influence flow path and 
pressures from zoning 
laws will develop 
defensible spaces 
around structures.  
 

Designers/ Developers Educate and design 
client properties in the 
effects of ladder fuels 
and flow paths on 
properties. 

Prospective client 
properties 

Addressing local small 
business, designers and 
land developers, well 
versed in the local 
ordinances set up by 
the government, must 
educate and design 
properties with these 
mitigating factors in 
place to help direct 
flow paths. On a 
financial scale, the 
development and 
adherence to these new 
building codes will 
have a greater cost to 
the end user. 
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Small Business Develop business plans 
that will be 
implemented by 
developer/designers 

Clients/ 
designer/developers 

Utilizing zoning and 
building code changes 
from government, small 
businesses will have to 
abide by the new code. 
Having a well 
understanding of these 
laws, they will add a 
societal influence and 
develop their own 
properties and adapt 
these changes to their 
business models. 

Local Government Create zoning laws and 
develop building codes 
to institute the necessity 
for these types of 
defensible zones. 

Small businesses/ 
designer/ developers 

Local government has a 
moral and ethical 
responsibility to ensure 
that their constituents 
are safe and protected 
to the best of their 
ability. The government 
would  create 
purposeful zoning and 
building code 
amendments to support 
the defensible zone 
premise which has been 
very effective in its 
optional application 
thus far.  
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Unifying Idea 1.6 

 Wildfires have been one of the largest economic and ecologically re-occurring disasters 

that many in Northern California have faced over the last century (I.I.I, 2018). In the last 20 

years some of the most devastating wildfires both in size and cost have been recorded in recent 

history (CalFire, 2018). What can society do about it?  

 Multiple studies have been conducted in these areas by multiple federal and state 

agencies, but they miss the mark; How does society prevent the devastation? 

Some clues to solving this moral and societal dilemma can 

be located in a piece of research completed by Rodman 

Linn and his associates. What their research was targeting 

was to explore the coupling factors between extent of fire 

travel, topography, and atmospheric conditions to prove 

hostility towards properties in uphill scenarios. What they 

found was that specific topographic features coupled with 

controlled wind velocities, directly impacts the spread and 

the direction of travel of fire. (Linn et al., 2007).  Also, 

contradictory in methodology but supporting the same 

claim, Linn also completed a separate body of research into the methodology of the transport 

model prediction in wildfire spread. What he found was that prior to his research [1997], model 

prediction of fire spread was based on point-functional estimation. What this meant was that 

modelers could only predict where the fire was going to go based on a singular location with 

fixed values for wind velocity, direction, and grade. What it failed to account for was the self-

propagation of the fire based on compounding understory and fuel loads.  Utilizing smoke 

dispersion across similar topography gradients, he was able to determine with separate wind 

Image 3: Thesis paper submitted by Rodman 
Linn. Source: 
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/505313 
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velocities, that flowing from the windward to the leeward side of a ridge, uphill convection 

winds would cause the initial drop off point to act as a ramp, causing smoke and fire to be 

projected upward; Thus, creating a space of safe haven for development on the downslope 

portion (Linn, 1997). 

 The takeaway is that society has options and opportunities for development in these areas 

of safe haven, to create microclimates that can influence fire travel. The most functional aspect 

of this design research is the versatility in application. The design research under the parameters 

set forth later in this document, is examined and implemented on a residential scale. Its 

application at this point is the smallest scalable size. Upon further investigation, one could 

manipulate the features set forth in this design research and scale the elements upward to a 

medium-sized industrial or commercial structure and property. For existing property owners, any 

modification that is to be done to the landscape, comes highly recommended that they abide by 

design features set forth by this capstone research. On the contrary, any new developments must 

be developed utilizing these principles in order to ensure the protection and effective 

development of space within these wildfire prone areas. This would enable society to mitigate 

the damaging effects of wildfire in more encompassing parts of developed locales. Coupled with 

governmental  influence in zoning and development, this design research spells out how society 

can come together to combat this problem.  
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Project Justification  1.7 

Coming from a firefighting background, I have firsthand seen the impacts of wildfires and large 

scale brush fire incidents. In 2010, as part of my processing for United States Merchant Marines, 

I was exposed to firefighting for the first time. Being put in the heavy gear and charging head 

first into danger, I developed a love for it. Back in 2011, I joined my local fire department. 

Quickly I went on to become a structural 

interior firefighter and my love for 

firefighting blossomed. In 2012 I went 

on to receive training in wildland 

firefighting and large scale brush fire 

incident tactics. In the 8 years and 

continuing that I have been in the fire 

department,  I have responded to over 2,000 alarms including multiple large scale brush/ 

wildland fires, and currently am serving my department as a Lieutenant. I serve as a department 

instructor for firefighting training.  Following the 1990’s Suffolk County pine barrens wildfires, 

when 700+ firefighters from 42 departments on Long Island were sent to aid, it goes to show that 

even the most highly populated areas are not safe from wildland fires. Given my level of 

experience and firsthand accounts of  fire spread and diversion, I want to utilize this experience 

to create purposeful landscape designs.  

These future developments I believe will inhibit and mitigate property damage in wildfire 

prone regions, to create a societal movement towards self-preservation utilizing landscape 

development. Fire is absolutely ravaging, it completely burns everything in its path. But science 

shows that fire follows a path. This path is also known as a ‘flow path’. But what science also 

shows, is that flow paths can be influenced and diverted. I believe that if employed properly, we 

Image 4: Firefighters fighting a blaze in California. Source: 
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/11/california-
wildfire-why-humans-cant-control-them/575740/ 
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can substantially reduce the impact of wildfire on communities by steering these fires away or 

around private homes and neighborhoods, and can be scaled upwards towards much larger 

campuses.  My interest in botany has led me to implement plant decisions that will rehabilitate 

and recover the properties, if consumed by fire, and will boost the rate of succession 

tremendously. 
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Narrative of Design Research  2.1 
 Since 1980, approximately 189,000,000 acres of land have burned as of 2016 from 

wildfire events in California alone. (Insurance Information Institute, 2018). That number is 

staggering. Based on rough figures, that is the size of the state of Texas. A little under 10% of all 

land in the US was lost in one year due to fire. As more and more large scale wildfire events 

have been recorded in the last decade, humanity would benefit to come up with creative solutions 

to mitigating these events. For example, in Northern California, after 17 days, the ‘Camp fire’ 

consumed 18,804 structures, and burning 153,336 acres of land, (Cal Fire, 2018) leading to it 

being named the most destructive wildfire in 2018. 

 Utilizing artificial and natural topographical features, society could utilize atmospheric 

conditions to attempt to influence the spread of fire and the ecological impact it has on these 

areas. It is nearly impossible to stop fire short of fire suppression, but using controlled flow 

paths, one could utilize the energy of the fire against itself, to mitigate the situation. Following 

many of these incidents, FEMA steps in and deems the land as uninhabitable due to hazardous 

materials, utilizing ecological succession in plant choices, we can both jumpstart pioneer growth 

and phytoremediation in these fire-torn regions. If society were to implement the use of these 

topographical structures and specific plant palettes in the design of these neighborhoods, this 

design research can impact the effects drastically towards the better upon the landscape of these 

regions. 
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User/Client Description  2.2 

 The prospective client of this research design is located on a property located in Northern 

California. This structure is an average four member-sized family home around 4,500 square 

feet. It is occupied year round. The average four member family is comprised of 2 parents and 2 

adult-aged children. The children still live at home, but do not reside there during the summer. 

The home size is comparative to most homes in the area, roughly between 3,000-5,000 square 

feet. The average income for the area is in excess of $200,000 per anum. The prospective family 

must make a minimum of $150,000 per anum due to the cost of the upkeep and ownership of 

properties in the area with the recommended modifications of the design research. The design 

must be adapted by a family who takes self-preservation seriously. Strict features in the 

landscape must be adhered to for maximum effectiveness of the design. The site is located in the 

rural outskirts of a medium sized town. Average property size is 3-5 acres. This specific site is 

3.75 acres. This design research is scalable up to industrial sized properties, and campuses, with 

modification. Modifications are needed for specificity in sites due to their inventory available. 
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Site Inventory and Analysis  2.3 
 The site that is chosen for the design is a residential propertied located on Old Stage 

Coach Road in Redding, California. Nestled in the foothills of 6 national forests, this home has a 

plethora of naturalized timber land. In this area of western Redding, the neighborhood was zoned 

for residential development, and in 2004, this home was built. Utilizing fire-resistive materials, 

they designed the home to have a Mediterranean feel having porcelain tile roof, and stucco 

exterior. The property sits on top of 3.75 acres of highly graded land with slopes ranging from 

2% (driveway) to over 12% (hill top left of property) located downhill from a mountain range. 

The structures on the property are north east facing, which allows the property to receive about 

6-10 hours of sunlight in the winter, spring, and fall months, cranking up to about 80% sun 

exposure in the summer. Since this property is on the leeward side of multiple mountain ranges, 

the normal pacific ocean prevailing winds generally push towards the east, but due to elevation 

change, creates a micro climate on the property. 

 The sloped terrain aids in hiding neighbors from view. There are neighbors located on all 

four sides of the structure within a quarter mile, but due to terrain gradients, it is difficult to see 

them. When you drive from Old Stage Coach Road onto the property, a long sweeping driveway 

approximately 30’ x 400’ feet long that contains a large fountain and has a round-about located 

near the structure, with an additional adjacent 2 car driveway located north of that. A 6’x20’ long 

brick walkway attaches the structure to the driveway. The House is just a little bit more than 

5200 square feet. Having no formal deck, the patio off of the house located south west of the 

structure is at grade, and attaching multiple elements of the backyard together. A 2,700 square 

foot garage is located about 80’ from the Southeast corner of the home and is connected via 

soil/turf pathway. A large inground pool is located around 50’ from the rear of the home. In 

between the home and the pool, there are 2 small 20 x20 plots of land for what seems to be for 
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seasonal planting and a small greenhouse for storage. A small walkway cuts between the two 

plots, and a pool surround encompasses it all to a total of roughly 1500 square feet of pavers. The 

rest of the undeveloped backyard is comprised of turf, with a large staircase that leads to the 8’ 

tall retaining wall located on the west of the property which acts as a divider between the 

naturalized and developed areas of the property. The staircase traverses from a 2% slop around 

the pool area to a 12% slope that leads to roughly to a 40’ increase in topography that is a heavily 

wooded area. 

 Exact plant material was unable to be procured about the property, but utilizing research 

on chaparral zones outside of National forests in Northern California, a list of typical plant 

species has been compiled which may be found on this property. (Bolsinger, 1988). 

 

- Adenostoma spp. (50%) 
- Quercus spp. (40%) 
- Arctostaphylos spp. (48%) 
- Ceanothuis spp. (28%) 
- Rhus spp. (1%) 
- Artemisia californica 
- Heteromeles arbutilifolia (13%) 
- Eriogonum fasciculatum 
- Baccharis spp. 
- Salvia spp. 
- Cercocarpus spp. (18%) 
- Toxicodendron diversilobum (10%) 
- Lotus scoparius 
- Rhamnus spp. (3%) 
- Eriodictyon spp. (10%) 
- Chrysothamnus spp. (11%) 

 

Since the property was built into the landscape utilizing a defensible perimeter approach, 

much of the undeveloped land can have limited development to mitigate the threat of rapid fire 

spread. As such, the plant list of commonly found plants in these regions will have to be 
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arranged in a manner as to break the ladder effect and to increase maintenance procedures. The 

largest factor of consideration is the topography change and its impact of the flow path of wind 

on the property 

Images of the site: 

 

Image 5:Using satellite imagery, you can see how this medium-size private lot is nestled into the side of a hill. Source: Google 
maps (2019) 
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Image 6: A view of the left face of the structure shows good defensible space around 3 of the sides along with a sweeping view 
of the hill in the rear. Source: Google Maps (2019). 

    

 

 

Image 7: A view of the rear of the structure shows good defensible space around back of the structure along with some of the 
other elements on the property. Make note of the severity of the grade change. Source: Google Maps (2019) 
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Image 8: This view of the right side of the structure shows the view from which normal easterly winds would be coming from, 
the trees on the ridge as well as the steep downslope show dramatic landscape elements. Source: Google Maps 2019. 

 

 

 

Image 9: The birds eye view of the immediate area; a winding mountainous road, some similar neighboring structures. 
Subsequently 6 out of the 7 properties located in this map had been damaged 100% by the Carr Fire in 2018. Source: Google 
Maps (2019) 
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Image 10: This is a view facing the west. As you can see, in the distance are the three mountain ranges, and also notice how this 
specific property is located in a valley, which utilizing the upslope premise, shows how the topography makes this property 
suitable. Source: Google Maps (2019) 

 

 

Image 11: This is a breakdown of the property lines on the property. The property is a multiple sided polygon layout comprised 
of six sides roughly 250’x500’ in area. Source: Google Maps (2019) 
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Site Summary  2.4 

There are many reasons why this is a suitable location for implanting the design research 

to the property. One of the major reasons is it’s location. Location, location, location. 

Considering that the bulk of the design research is comprised of topographical elements, it is 

imperative that a property to be selected where these elements can be manipulated with minimal 

ease and cost to get a better end product. The site is comprised of a good ratio of undeveloped-

to-developed land (roughly  30:70 developed). It contains grades in excess of  15% with ideal 

conditions to be found to be at 25%. This contributes to the success of the site in accordance to 

parameters set forth in this research. The property is up to current fire code and building zoning, 

utilizing fire-resistant materials on the outside of the structure. In conjunction with building 

code, proposed elements included with the defensible space premise of this design research will 

dictate undevelopable areas. These areas are specifically located within radials in reference to the 

structures. This property meets the criteria for the amount of undeveloped land on the site. On 

the boundary of these defensible zones, areas of artificial or natural terrain will be implemented 

to match the needs of the design research.  

Considering the structure is located on the leeward side of a hill, utilizes the defensible 

space approach, and is comprised of a balance of utilized spaces, make this site more than 

adequate to implement the design research. 
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Case Studies  3.1 
 
Case Study #1: 

 In 2007, Rodman Linn and associates explored the possibilities to how to accurately 

portray and predict the behavior of wildfire behavior and be able to distinguish when different 

models are sufficient. They went out to prove whether current wildfire behavior models 

adequately portrayed fire spread in inhomogeneous 

topography. They ran ten different simulations 

portraying five common topography types. They then 

duplicated the five topography features with an 

increase in velocity to show an additional correlation 

between wind velocity and topography type. 

 The five topographies used in the 

simulations are as follows: flat, hill, canyon, 

upcan, and ridge.  In order to minimize 

extraneous data, Linn and associates wanted 

to make the elevation gradients at the 

centerline along the x-axis identical 

elevations  between simulations. They 

wanted to do this to make it possible to 

Image 12: Representative sample plots utilized in 
Rodman Linn and associates' research. Note: the 
ground height at the ignition point is even across all 
gradients. Source: (R. Linn et al., 2007) 

Image 13: Note the width of the fire travel and spread in the four 
topographies. Upon a theoretical uphill and ridge, showed the 
greatest and widest fire spread. In the canyon and upcan 
simulation, fire spread was significantly slower and narrower in 
width of spread. Source: (R. Linn et al., 2007) 
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compare the effects of the topography on the lateral and upwind directions more readily between 

topography types. 

Case Study #1 Summary: 

 What is pertinent to the research design is what is found in image 13 (page 20). These 

four simulations were simulations performed at 6m/s-1 ambient wind speed. What one can notice 

distinctly is that the fire spread was much more dynamic and laterally spreads farther in both the 

x and y axis (a and d simulations) as opposed to the other two (b and c simulations). Most 

remarkably in simulation b, one can notice the beginning of a dynamic element forming along 

the southern ridge. In the subsequent 12m/s-1 ambient wind simulations, the same pattern 

emerges showing the slowest progressions of fire were established in the upcan and canyon 

simulations as seen in image 11. 

 

Case Study #2 
 
 Defensible space  “is defined as an area of modified vegetation between natural areas and 

homes that breaks up the continuity of plants and allows firefighter to protect the home or, in the 

absence of firefighters, allows the home to better survive on its own.” (Doran et al. 2015). What 

Doran and his associates set 

themselves up to do is 

identify plant characteristics 

that influence the 

flammability of plants, and to 

inform the general public to 

make better plant choice 

decisions. The bulk of their research was completed in South Florida utilizing mostly southern 

U.S. plant species. But they do not confine themselves to the region. Collectively they go over 

Image 14: Some representative characteristics of plants that are generally identified as 
'low-flammability'. Source: (Doran et al.,2015) 
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portions of the plants and plant byproducts that increase the overall flammability of the plant, as 

well as how that builds into defensible space and ladder fuels. 

 

Case Study #2 Summary: 

 Doran and his associates’ research thoroughly establishes a place in the scope of this 

design research. Besides topography, the development of defensible spaces is a core matter of the 

design research. Utilizing plant materials that are both chemically and physically inhibitive of 

flammability, the design will implement a purposeful layout of plant material similar to that 

found in xeriscaping in order to disrupt the phenomena of ladder fuels. The research done by 

Doran and associates goes on to outline not only the parts or characteristics of plants, but also 

whole plant flammability, and how the placement of a plant or group of plants has a profound 

impact upon landscapes located in these wildland-urban interfaces such as those found in the site 

utilized by this design research. 

 

 

Case Study #3: 

 
In 1997, Rodman Ray Linn as part of his thesis statement for his dissertation as a Doctor 

of Philosophy, wrote A Transport Model For Prediction Of Wildfire Behavior. What he went out 

to prove was that in the past many before him have attempted to predict wildfire behavior 

through the use of specific fire simulation models referred to as “Point functional models”. What 

this means in layperson’s terms is that the predictability of the fire relies on the exact location 

that is being predicted for and using solely wind and topography as a main factor of 

consideration. What Linn goes out to prove is that this type of model is woefully inadequate at 

predicting fire. He goes on to state that in order to increase precision and accuracy of modeling 
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simulations, one must adapt a “transport” approach. This approach takes into consideration a 

large amount of environments including areas of transition (i.e. field to timberline)  by 

examining how fuel, wind, and gas concentrations are transported by means of wind and 

topography to establish self-propagation data; that is further used to predict fire transport and 

travel. At the end of the dissertation, Linn establishes that using this newfound data, scientists are 

now (1997) able to develop a simplified model that can be implemented which more accurately 

detects the essence of wildfire propagation, which features topographical changes, speed of fire 

advancement and fronts, wind impacts, and much more. 

 
Case Study #3 Summary: 
  
 The takeaway from Linn’s thesis is that he examined exactly HOW wind influences fire 

travel. In a 30 page section of his thesis, he goes on to examine 4 scenarios of topography; uphill, 

downhill, base, and a canyon. What was discovered was that upon a downhill situation, an 

advancing fire crown slows down due to turbulent upward temperature gradients and convection 

currents (wind) traveling up the upslope of the leeward side. This is demonstrated by image 15. 

This is a proof of concept that there is a zone of refuge located within the leeward side of  hill, 

which could be implemented into the design research.  
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Image 15: Graphs representing wind & temperature influenced by topography in a downslope scenario. Source: (R. Linn, 
1997). 
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Major Project elements/ Site Criteria  3.2 

The property located on 15685 Old Stage Coach Road is comprised of a list of features 

that enable it to be utilized for the design research. As mentioned by the site summary, there are 

features of this property that make it an ideal candidate for the design. For the design research to 

be effective, there are certain parameters that must be at minimum met, if not exceeded. The 

physical requirements of the site and the pertinence to the design research is as follows:  

The property must be at minimum 1 acre. The reasoning behind the 1 acre rule is that 

excluding any structure, the 100’ radial distance from the building will occupy roughing .75 

acres. This will allow roughly a 25% undeveloped area to be used to create the gradient in 

another criteria. The property should include a 1/3:2/3 ratio of structure to land use, so that the 

defensible space premise can be met. This defensible zone is comprised of three concentric 

orbitals of space extending five feet, thirty feet, and one-hundred feet from the structure. This 

allows for a disruption in ladder fuels and creates a purposeful firebreak between wildland and 

the structure. The structure and immediate surrounding areas should have a majority of 

hardscapes, that can be utilized as buffer zones as well. Ideally, the property shall be larger than 

2 acres, to have maximum flexibility in design, and in topographical features that can be added. 

To achieve the one acre rule as stated above, any proposed property to employ the design 

research shall be no smaller than 150’ x 250’.  Any structures on the site must be no greater than 

a 3 story structure, due to the fact that insufficient height will be created by the updraft to 

maintain smoke and fire clearance from the top of the structure. 

As well as defensible space, there are topographical features that must be accounted for. 

The proposed site needs to be located on a downhill; or have the ability to create an artificial hill 

on the property. This is a requirement for the design to be effective at any point. The hill must 
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have a grade change of no less than 15% having the home located on the downslope on the 

leeward side of the prevailing winds for the region. This will investigate the ability for flow 

paths to be diverted up above the structure. Lastly, an important point to make is that the design 

research has to be conducted in a rural area, as the property needs to have large spaces between 

elements which can be more easily afforded in less developed regions. This site was referenced 

by GIS data pertaining to the Carr fire in 2018, and in similar topographical structures in the area 

(Multiple ridges of same size and height), it was found any structures located on the leeward side 

of these ridges had between 0-9% total damage. 
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Itstorical Context  3.3 
 

 
Over the test of time, firefighting has adapted into an all-encompassing methodology. 

From the most modest roots, to current day, it has developed reactionary to wide scale incidents, 

which over time allow it to grow. The first evidence of firefighting employ has been found in 

Ancient Egypt, but many experts coin the Roman empire as the birth of modern-day firefighting. 

 

60 AD – Emperor Nero formed a group of citizens called the Vigiles – the first documented 

group of firefighters. After the fall of the roman empire, firefighting took a backward step due to 

lack of firefighters and buildings were made of wood and burned easily. ( U.K. Firefighter 

Foundation, 2018) 

 

September 1666 – The Great Fire of London establishes some of the first insurance companies 

in 1667, leading to the first privatization of firefighting. (U.K. Firefighter Foundation, 2018) 

 

1736 – Benjamin franklin, then a volunteer firefighter, ended up created the first Fire Department 

in Philadelphia in the year 1736. (U.K. Firefighter Foundation, 2018) 

 

1905- CalFire was organized. (CalFire, 2018). This later on would become an internationally 

recognized firefighting organization that leads the charge in both Wildland firefighting tactics, 

and in  the development of NIMS (National Incident Management System) and Incident 

Management. 
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1930’s – Development of the smokejumpers, utilization of aircraft in wildfire suppression, and 

Fire suppression chemicals. (Forest History Society, 2018) 

 

1935- Forestry service establishes the “10 a.m.” policy. Which stated every fire should be 

extinguished by 10 a.m. the day following its initial report. (Forest History Society, 2018) 

 

1960’s – scientific research starts producing results that fire is beneficial for forest ecology and 

development of proscribed burns began in the late 1960’s. This was the forefront of the 

movement towards ecological forest succession and the identification of advantages of wildfires. 

 

1970’s- The National Forest Service began to implement a let-burn policy. When and where 

appropriate, fires are to be allowed to burn. This policy allowed for the savings and reduction in 

labor, life, and equipment, whilst keeping an eye on things in ‘safe-to-do-so’ areas. 

 

1988- Yellowstone fire: this was a small fire that was allowed to let-burn, turned into a massive 

wildfire, the ‘let-burn’ policy suffers a setback from the damage. 

 

1990’s- fire suppression efforts now encompassed the wildland-urban interface. The idea of 

‘Defensible Space’ is created during this time to aid in the exurban combat of wildland fires. 
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Capstone Goals  3.4 
 The goals set forth in this design research is to educate, and expand a greater 

understanding of wildfire events. Society cannot simply make wildland fires disappear. In most 

regions in the northwest especially norther California, the wildfire season appears to be 

expanding. Intense drought coupled with prolific prevailing winds off the pacific, create the 

perfect climate to produces wildfires. What is referenced by the design research is that aside 

from traditional wildland firefighting tactics, there are steps that, as a society, can adapt and 

make an impact. 

1. Education: The design research implements substantiated information to show 

developers, home owners, and lawmakers that there are things we can do in the absence 

of firefighters, to protect properties. 

2. Fire codes in these wildfire prone regions MUST be updated in order to combat an old 

problem with new tactics. This design research targets local government in these regions 

to develop updated building codes and enforce the defensible zone premise as well. A 

goal is to developers to design new projects utilizing fire-wise plants and defensible 

zones.  

3. For existing property, it is highly recommended that they abide by design features set 

forth by this capstone research. On the contrary, any new developments must be 

developed utilizing these principles in order to ensure the protection and effective 

development of space within these wildfire prone areas. 

4. Utilizing the design elements set forth in this design capstone, it is a goal to utilize flow 

paths created in fire conditions to implement topographical features, thus saving 

properties from damage. Insurance agencies and government take the brunt of the 

financial liability after these events. If one could reduce that total cost by even a fraction 

of what it costs, it would be economically efficient and cost effective in all scales of 

application.  
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Personal Identification and Previous Experience 
 

Email: zschw716@gmail.com 
Hometown: Oceanside, New York 

 
“Talent Does what it can, but Genius does what it 

must” 
-fortune cookie; unknown author 

 
"The garbage man doesn't get excited when he turns 
the corner and sees trash. You shouldn't get excited 
either; you should be expecting fire on every run." 

-Lt. Andy Fredericks FDNY  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

First Year, Fall 2016, Horticulture 110, Horticulture I 
Dr. Richard Iversen. 
 
First Year, Fall 2016, Horticulture 131, Landscape Drafting I Theory 
Prof. Michael Veracka 
Projects include introduction to hand drawing and drafting techniques 
 
First Year, Fall 2016, Horticulture 211, Woody Plants I, 
Prof. Nelson Sterner 
 
First Year, Spring 2017, Horticulture 111, Horticulture II – Growth and Development of 
Cultivated Plants, Dr. Jack Henning 
 
First year, Spring 2017, Horticulture 133, Landscape Drafting II, 
Prof. Richard Arnedos 
Projects include isometric and perspective drafting techniques, color rendering. 
 
Second Year, Fall 2017, Horticulture 207, Landscape Plans I, 
Prof. Stevie Famulari 
Projects include utilizing space to develop a theme in design. 
 
Second Year, Fall 2017, Horticulture 371, Landscape CAD I, 

Image 16: image of Lieutenant Zach Schwartz following 
a structure fire in Freeport NY, August 2018. Image 
purchased courtesy of Lou Minutoli- 
FirstOnScenePhotos. 

mailto:zschw716@gmail.com
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Prof. Stevie Famulari 
Projects include digital drafting and plotting of landscape designs in AutoCAD 
 
Second Year, Fall 2017, Horticulture 219, Landscape Construction, 
Prof. Michael Veracka 
Projects include hardscape elements and features and how to build them 
 
Second Year. Spring 2018, Horticulture 220, Landscape Plans II, 
Prof. Michael Veracka 
Projects include designing residential properties 
 
Second Year, Spring 2018, Horticulture 372, Site Engineering I, 
Prof. Rusty Schmidt 
Projects include calculating and designing properties at grade. 
 
Second Year, Spring 2018, Horticulture 228, Planting Design, 
Prof. Michael Veracka 
Projects include designing for right plant, right place. Understanding environment to design 
effectively. 
 
Second Year, Spring 2018, Horticulture 212, Woody Plants II, 
Prof. Nelson Sterner 
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